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Brett Miller could be on the verge of a career year
By Derick Giwner
Brett Miller is arguably coming off the best
year in his career and the arrow is clearly
pointing up for the now Grand Circuit regular. With stakes season just about to hit high
gear, the 42-year-old is slated to be the regular
driver on upper-level horses in multiple divisions.
Heading Miller’s list of potential stars in
2016 is the best 2-year-old filly pacer from
2015, Pure Country. Undefeated in 10 starts
as a freshman, Pure Country will make her
seasonal debut Saturday night in the first of
three eliminations for the inaugural $300,000
Miss Pennsylvania at the Downs at Pocono.
“She is very special to me and a special
horse. She helped me get my first Breeders
Crown win last year,” said Miller.
Pure Country posted two solid qualifiers
to prepare for Saturday’s race. In her initial
attempt she appeared to be a bit lazy before
kicking in late in the mile. She followed that
performance up with a much stronger wire to
wire victory in 1:53 1/5.
Miller explained that trainer Jimmy Takter
experimented with an open bridle for the first
qualifier which made the Diamond Creek
Racing-owned filly more relaxed.
“She went around really easily. I pushed her
a little at the end but she was very laid back,
which isn’t a bad thing,” said Miller on the
first qualifier. “In her second qualifier he put
the blinkers back on and she was much more
focused. She felt awesome; better than she ever
did as a 2-year-old.
“There is no doubt she grew. She got taller,
thicker and filled out more,” said Miller.
“She was very mature as a 2-year-old. Jimmy
(Takter) does such a great job with his horses.
His 2-year-olds act like 3-year-olds.”
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Brett Miller has Pure Country in full stride
during a qualifier at The Meadowlands.

It is Miller’s relationship with Takter that
has seen the driver reach new heights in recent
years. In 2015 he drove horses to earnings of
$7,458,068, just short of his career best total of
$7,939,143 set in 2014. Miller’s 2015 totals were
accomplished with just 2,353 drives, 624 fewer
than the previous year.
“[Jimmy Takter] likes certain drivers on
certain horses,” said Miller. “I’m just thankful he feels I fit some of his horses. It’s great
getting drives from him because all of his
horses and so well bred and well mannered.”
Two more of those elite horses Takter has
enlisted Miller to steer are Hambletonian
hopeful Jimmy William and 5-year-old pacing
mare Katie Said.
Jimmy William, a homebred son of Cantab
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Hall out of the mare Solveig, only made one
start as a rookie trotter in 2015 but remains
one of Takter’s top hopefuls in the 3-year-old
trotting ranks.
“He is a very nice colt but he didn’t get
much experience as a 2-year-old because he
was sick,” said Miller, who will guide Jimmy
William in his first start of the year this
Friday at The Meadowlands. “He has a great
gait to him; he just feels like a good horse.”
Katie Said’s 2016 unveiling was impressive
indeed. The daughter of Well Said dispatched
a strong field of older mares with a powerful
26 2/5 quarter on the end of a 1:50 4/5 mile.
“She was very good in her first start,” said
Miller of Katie Said. “She qualified really
good, so it didn’t surprise me one bit.”
A four-time winner in 20 starts last year,
Katie Said was poised to strike in the Breed-

ers Crown Mares Final at Woodbine and
looked like a winner when she made a very
costly break.
“I didn’t drive her that night, but many
people have told me she looked like a winner,”
said Miller. “To me she is better than she ever
was last year. She has a shot at making a lot
of money.”
It is not just Takter who has taken notice
of Miller’s abilities. Trainer Tony Alagna is
expected to use him behind 3-year-old pacing
colt prospect Racing Hill. The son of Roll
With Joe-Chasing Ideals won five of 10 races
as a rookie including the International Stallion Stake, Bluegrass and an elimination of
the Breeders Crown.
Miller blames himself for the poor finish in
the Breeders Crown final. “I was very excited
when I won the Breeders Crown elim with
him that I went into the final with so much
confidence. I really thought that I could win

the final,” recalled Miller. “I blame myself for
where he finished. The leaders got caught up
in a big speed duel and I was too close to the
front and burnt my horse out.”
Racing Hill trained last Saturday (April
23) at The Meadowlands and should be qualifying within the next two weeks. “Tony
(Alagna) said he trained super. I believe he is
going to train again this Saturday and qualify the following Saturday,” said Miller.
With potential standout horses in at least
four divisions and plenty of time remaining to hook up with new talent as the year
progresses, Miller could be on the verge of a
storybook year; or at the very least a career
year.
“It definitely looks good right now, but in
this business things can turn the corner
quickly,” said Miller, who called the transformation from where he was five to seven years
ago “surreal”.

Chris Ryder sends out a trio in inaugural Pennsylvania Classic
By Jay Bergman
It may be early in the season, but Saturday
night will be the first serious test for some of
the leading 3-year-old pacers in North America. The scene is The Downs at Mohegan Sun
Pocono and the event is the first ever Pennsylvania Classic. Two $25,000 elimination races
have been carded and trainer Chris Ryder has
put three sophomores from his stable in the
fray with an eye on the $500,000 final.
“I’m happy with the way they are coming
into the race,” said Ryder on Wednesday.
Western Dynasty, a $100,000 yearling
purchase, drew post seven in the first of the
two divisions (race 8) and was rated as a 5-1
choice with Tim Tetrick in the bike.
“He got injured last year and we had to stop
with him,” said Ryder. The son of Western
Ideal was well-staked in 2015 and the ownership has lost no confidence heading into his
sophomore season.
“He’s got the talent but he’s going to have to
show more,” said Ryder of the colt who breezed
to a 1:53 2/5 victory in his first start this year
at The Meadowlands.
As a 2-year-old, Western Dynasty made just
three starts but showed the high speed necessary to race with the elite when he finished
second behind Spider Man Hanover in a 1:51
3/5 Sire Stakes event at The Meadows.
Western Dynasty appears to have fallen
in with the weaker of the two divisions, but
there is still plenty of firepower in this division. Manhattan Beach, also a $100,000 yearling buy, was impressive winning his season’s
debut in 1:51 1/5 over the Pocono five-eighths
track. He landed post two for the Ron Burke
stable with Matt Kakaley in the bike.
Ideal Jimmy captured the Pennsylvania
Sire Stakes Final as a 2-year-old and makes
his 3-year-old debut on Saturday with post
nine. Marcus Miller guides the $293K winner.
Ryder has a pair in the second elimination,
race 11 on the card, in J J Flynn (post 4) and
Duke Of Delray (post 5).

Western Dynasty was a $100,000 yearling purchase.
“I’m very happy with the way J J Flynn has
come back,” said Ryder. “He’s a small horse
and he didn’t win many races last year, but
that wasn’t all his fault. He’s got a good attitude and he can surprise you.”
J J Flynn has prepped well for the Pennsylvania Classic, winning two of three starts at
Pocono including a career best 1:51 3/5 mile on
April 19.
Duke Of Delray was unraced as a freshman
but is quickly making up for lost time this
year with two wins in his first six starts.
The last win came on Monday evening after
Ryder had already entered the homebred by
Yankee Cruiser in the big dance. “The way he
raced on Monday was kind of like the colt I had
thought he was. He really didn’t perform up to
expectations before. I hope Andy (McCarthy)
has figured him out,” said Ryder.
The 1:51 2/5 victory showed that Duke Of
Delray has the speed, but Saturday’s quality
of competition will be decidedly different.
“There’s some good horses in there,” said
Ryder, pointing towards Check Six (post 1) and
Big Top Hanover (post 7) from the Burke stable.
“Check Six looked good the other day
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(Sunday at Harrah’s). He’s a brother to my
horse Rodeo Romeo,” said Ryder.
Ryder has his 4-year-old National Seelster
racing at The Meadowlands on Saturday and
has Rodeo Romeo, a winner of the Sagamore
Hill final at Yonkers, racing Sunday at Pocono.
“Towards the end of last year, National
Seelster just wasn’t himself. We didn’t find
anything wrong with him so we turned him
out for three months and brought him back.
I liked the way he raced last week,” said
Ryder. “If they race well this week, I’m probably going to send them to the Confederation
Cup.”
Eliminations for the Confederation Cup
at Flamboro are slated for May 8 with the
$200,000 final going on May 15.
In addition to racing Rodeo Romeo on
Sunday, Ryder sends out a pair of Weiss series
sophomore pacing filly elimination winners
in the $30,000 final. Southwind Tango and She
Can Cruise drew posts four and nine respectively.
First post for Saturday’s 15-race card is 6:30
p.m.

If you see something, say something
We’ve all heard of the “blue wall of silence”
in which cops allegedly look the other way
rather than rat out colleagues who may
not be upholding the law quite the way the
book says. How this is actually handled is
a subject for Internal Affairs and the seemingly endless array of cop shows that flood
the airwaves. However, it’s been alluded
enough times in the media to suggest it’s not
just hearsay.
From discussions with a number of insiders over the years, I’ve reached the conclusion that a similar “wall of silence” prevails
in the various backstretch areas and offtrack training centers. Many will privately
lament what they insist is happening but
refrain from disclosing the same to those in
authority.
Naturally
the
situation
continues
unabated.
Behind the blue wall of silence, where any
perceived wrongdoing is ignored and not officially reported, those remaining silent are
not suffering any personal losses. Whatever
may be transpiring takes money from public
pockets, not the pockets of those in blue
sworn to uphold the law.
In the case of the backstretch wall of
silence, that concept is not applicable, as
the wrongdoers are taking money from the
same people who are quiet by winning races
that they might not win without chemical
enhancements.
People know this; it’s been whispered about
for years. Yet, by virtue of the lack of action
resulting from this knowledge, it has apparently become an accepted practice. Nobody
seems to want to rock the boat by being the
proverbial “rat.”
End result: the status quo continues.

Lately there are posted announcements in
public gathering places, especially airports
and train stations, exclaiming: “If you see
something say something”. It seems to be
working. Recently at a major airport a justlanded plane remained on the tarmac until
a misplaced piece of luggage could be examined by the bomb squad. Fortunately there
was no problem, although innocent travelers
were detained extra hours until the authorities were satisfied that nothing was amiss.
Given the incidents in Belgium and Pakistan over the Easter weekend, interrupted
travel can be expected to occur on a more
frequent basis as people apparently are
indeed saying something to an increased
degree.
Apparently the same has not yet caught on
in harness racing.
Although, one horseman did respond to
a feature story in Harness Racing Update
last weekend pointing out that a suddenly
successful trainer was clearly a “beard” for
a currently unlicensed trainer.
In all of 2015, that formerly-in-the-background trainer, had 27 wins and earnings of
just $304,020. Today he’s one of the leading
trainers at Yonkers Racewway and in the top
10 in North America, with over 60 wins and
earnings north of $600,000. He’s winning at a
36.6% clip and has an unworldly .492 UTRS at
that track (through April 26).
Okay, the horseman’s statement speaks
volumes, as somebody in a position to hear
things did indeed say something. Though,
it’s interesting that despite everybody apparently knowing the rumors, it doesn’t seem to
seep down to anybody in authority.
The original comment has since been
removed from the HRU post at the request of

ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
the horseman, who received many congratulatory responses but also a few nasty emails
that caused concern.
Be that the case, it would appear the statement touched a raw nerve somewhere, even
though it constitutes little more than hearsay. That too speaks volumes, as it could keep
others from “saying something.”
Then of course comes the sticky matter of
burden of proof, but theoretically that would
not apply to someone “saying something,”
just as the motorist who calls in what looks
like a speeding vehicle can’t be expected to
actually prove how fast the errant car may be
traveling.
Thus the burden of proof remains where it
should be—with the authorities. But if those
who see something actually say something,
at least they’ll know where to look.
It should be noted that those supporting
racing via attendance and wagering need
no such burden of proof to act on their individual perceptions, having done so in droves
over the years. Our diminished handle and
empty grandstands eloquently attest to that
fact. To them, perception is reality, no matter
how our executive cheerleaders try to spin
things.
If you see something, by all means say
something, however, it may be prudent if the
identity of anyone saying something remains
a mystery at least until such time when the
authorities can properly investigate.
Better yet, why not reinstitute the old
integrity hotline so those that do see something may say something in anominity.

Editor’s Eye: NY Gaming Commission deserves credit for action
By Derick Giwner
While I’ve often heard complaints that staterun comissions don’t take action or fail to
notice obvious issues in racing, I have to give
the New York Gaming Commission credit.
Last week I sent a message to Director of
Comminications Lee Park to inquire about the
antiquated rules for the pick four which don’t
allow for carryovers in New York. I mentioned
that rather than complaining about the rules in
a column, I would prefer to make real change.
He was able to hook me up with Gaming
Commission Executive Director Robert
Williams, who not only listened to my case on
the pick four (which included explaining that
the majority of other states had carryovers),
but he was willing to endure my rants on a host
of other topics.
Williams promised he would look into the
pick four and two days later (on a Sunday, no
less), he sent me the following well-researched
email response:
“My research found that the Harness Pick-4

rule was likely proposed in regulation in early
1984 to reestablish the Twin Double that was
popular in the early 1960s. According to a New
York Newsday article [Tony Sisti, Harness
Racing: Yonkers Set to Institute On_Track Pick
Four Bets, New York Newsday, Dec. 4, 1983 at p.
E16] limitations with the tote system of the day
required wagering on the Twin Double through
purchasing a ticket with the picks for the first
two races and then exchanging it for selections
on the next two races. This led to a secondary
market for live tickets. Coupled with then-issues
of tax collection caused the racetracks to discontinue the wager.
Advances in the tote system and taxation
collection apparently led to the Pick-4. The
article implies that off-track betting corporations tote system was more sophisticated than
on-track totes back in the early 1980’s, as it
appears the wager was offered off-track on races
run at Roosevelt and Yonkers and that it was a
Yonkers request that led the Racing & Wagering
Board to establish the on-track wager.
It doesn’t appear that the Racing Board even
considered the concept of a carryover for two

reasons: the Twin Double did not have a carryover and at the time the Pick-4 was authorized,
it was legally uncertain whether a carryover
wager could be valid as a pari-mutuel wager
since the people betting on carryover days were
not betting against the people who first bet on the
Pick-4. This legal concern was satisfied by the
late 1980’s.
I’ve begun socializing the idea of the carryover
for the Pick-4 with my colleagues. Preliminarily,
no one sees a concern.”
Hopefully my conversation with Williams
will lead to a new rule which allow tracks in
New York to benefit from the promotional
appeal of carryovers on pick four wagers.
And just maybe it will open up a dialogue
between us where future concerns can be
addressed.
The above is clear proof that constant
compaining is not always the best way to get
the job done. Sometimes a new approach is
needed.
So the next time you want to let off steam
about an issue, ponder whether there is a
better way to solve the problem.
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Inside the mind of a past morning line oddsmaker
By Darin Zoccali
Since leaving my position at The Meadowlands three months ago, I have been
asked one question repeatedly by both
friends and colleagues in the industry.
Do you miss it? Of course, is my answer.
Specifically interacting with the TVG audience, analyzing the races and creating the
morning line are unique things I loved to
do. Of the many functions I performed at
The Big M, setting the morning line was
actually what I enjoyed the most. It was
like a bi-weekly crossword puzzle, entertaining, time-consuming (if done correctly)
and challenging.
Creating an accurate morning line is
something that I felt carried a great deal of
importance. For many bettors, it is the first
piece of data they look at in the program
and while the morning line may not have
a great deal to do with a horse’s final odds,
it certainly carries some weight and even
more weight in impacting the payout of
multi-race exotic wagers.
People refused to believe how much time
I put into that one part of my job. But there
is a reason for that. When creating a morning line, the oddsmaker is not analyzing a
race to determine which horse he thinks is
best, he is analyzing the race while trying
to determine which horse the betting public
will like the best, and that is no easy task.
When handicapping races, horseplayers
have certain angles that they like to wager
on, and other angles in which they like to
bet against. Imagine analyzing a race while
trying to objectively determine that a horse
will be favored because of a handicapping
angle that you typically bet against. Imagine analyzing a race and determining that
you like something obscure about a horse
that would likely attract your wagering
dollars, but being forced to measure that
against whether others will feel the same
way.
Charles Singer, the original oddsmaker
at The Meadowlands, is typically viewed
as the gold-standard of setting the line. My
predecessor at The Meadowlands, Dave
Brower, is another who was as close to
dead-on as possible. But we all miss things
and we all make mistakes; perfection is
unattainable.
But one thing that Singer didn’t have to
contend with that impact others like myself,
is the age of instant information through

the internet and social media. In order to
watch replays 20 or 30 years ago, you had
to record them somehow, or purchase race
videos from the racetrack. If a horse was
locked in while raging with trot, a handful
of people saw it. Now, you can watch just
about any replay, from any track at any
time. In other words, now everyone sees it
and as the oddsmaker, you better have seen
it too. In addition, there weren’t countless
handicappers on social media forums, like
Twitter, identifying what they thought to be
bad morning lines prior to the races being
contested. In a nutshell, the job has gotten
far more difficult, with far more scrutiny.
Once you identify who should be favored
and how the other horses fall into line
behind the favorite, the oddsmaker still
must determine what odds to assign each
horse and how big of a favorite the favorite will be. There is a great deal of math
involved. Every horse’s odds equate to
a certain number of points and all of
the horses in the race have to add up to a
number that fall within a specific range of
total points, regardless of field size.
One thing I was a proponent of that not
every oddsmaker agrees with is that the
morning line odds for a horse that will be
an overwhelming favorite should reflect
that fact. For example, Bee A Magician in
The Hambletonian Oaks, a likely 1/5 favorite, should not be made 5/2 on the morning
line. Not only because of the final odds of
that horse, but the final odds of every other
horse. By making her 1/5 or 2/5, which
will be her final odds, the oddsmaker has
to make the odds on all the other horses
higher, as they will be at post time. By
making her 5/2, horses will be listed at 8-1
or 10-1 on the morning line that are really
going to go off at 30-1 or 40-1 or even more.
Having an eight-horse race where every
horse is listed between 3-1 and 8-1 is frankly
absurd, and that race might as well not
even have a morning line. It is a disservice
to the betting public.
The morning line should be as accurate
in predicting the final odds of every horse
as possible. The oddsmaker is not doing
the job to win a popularity contest. It is a
thankless job and as oddsmaker, you accept
that fact.
I even had a trainer criticize my 50-1
morning line of his horse in a Hambletonian elimination a few years ago. I was told
“people don’t put up this kind of money

to see their horse 50-1.” I told the trainer
that has absolutely no impact on my determining what a horse’s odds should be and
regardless of the morning line I set, the
owners are going to see their horse at 50-1
come post time regardless of my morning
line. My responsibility is to the betting
public and I had no doubt that the betting
public would establish that horse’s chances
at 50-1 or possibly higher, and making the
horse 15-1 instead wouldn’t have benefited
anybody. For the record, the horse went off
at 60-1.
The most common question I was asked
as The Meadowlands oddsmaker was “what
is the most important factor in determining
your morning line.” Simply put, there is
no one factor. Every race is unique; no two
races are alike. What is very important in
one race might be less important in another
because of a variety of angles that appear
or don’t appear in each race. In my opinion, there is no computer formula that can
predict a morning line. There are simply
too many intangibles that only a human
can both identify and then use reasoning
and logic to determine the impact those
intangibles will have on the shape of a race
and each horse’s final odds.
Interestingly enough, the best races in
the sport are often the easiest in determining an accurate morning line. The premier
horses tend to hold their form longer. A
horse coming off a win in a stakes race
will be viewed with more confidence by the
betting public than a horse coming off a win
in a nw5000L5 event for that very reason.
Further complicating the issue is that one
bottom-level condition claimer could be
much weaker in terms of field strength than
another race carrying the same condition.
This is why watching replays and looking
back at the program pages of previous races
is critical to the job.
In closing, creating the morning line
certainly is a thankless job. No one ever
says, “hey you got 12 out 13 morning line
favorites right last night, good job,” but
someone will always point out the one you
got wrong. That’s just the way it is. Call
me crazy, but I still miss it. I’ll especially
miss the days leading up to The Meadowlands Pace and Hambletonian Day, working through all the different possibilities I could conjure up to be prepared for
anything at the post-position draw. Yes, I
will miss that the most.

